**Scandal causes SAGA president to resign**

By PAUL ABDEL-JABBAR

Cyril Green, president of the Sacky An Grum Association, has faced challenges during his presidency. However, on Monday, April 28, Green announced his resignation after the發現他announced a scandal involving the Grum in a cell ring of some sort. Green admitted during a press conference that he had received more than $100,000 in cash from a local athlete, Hunter Dicky-wood, to help him pay his tuition and to avoid school over the course of nine months during his reign as president. While members of the Stagnant caught a telephone call between Green and a local reporter. The tape recording to the current@umsl.edu and your Stagnant Mad Lips page 11.

**A NIGHT ON THE TOWN WITH PARIS HOLIDAY INN**

Editor-in-Chief Paula Abdul-Jabbar presents this strip, featuring Paris Hilton during her visit to St. Louis. When DUMSL Chancellor Curious George and George Pro, CEO of XXXpress Strips, signed their deals with the TV star and her file children over to one partnership, neither one imagined the outcome that the collaboration would have. Until now, that is.

XXXpress Strips, where customers can get a top change in five seconds or less, is a talk of controversializing their building on campus after possibly of their services called for the land for more buildings.

The Stripper was able to obtain sponsorship for the expansion project. The building will consist of only steel beams and girders, just the framework the building needs to support the weight of the customers, and the walls will have concrete.
On Monday, the campus Telos was transected by a group of road crews. The students were quiet about the story, but sources close to the Telos say the Triton was trying to pull the cover from under White Russians. Apparently the Triton thought it was a cow, but it turned out it was a bull. The bull was spooked and scombed the rest of the herd, resulting in the stampede.

The victim reported that her heart was stolen in the Posh around lunchtime. The break-in, who stole it, is reportedly not that into her. DUMSL police, who were informed, said as numerous hearts have been reported stolen by the same perpetrator.

Some girls are famously known for their heart's cuts. The student organization, the Tri-Chi, is leading a law enforcement watch with excitement as the thieves robbed the two victims.

TUESDAY, MARCH 22
Hermit Awareness Day

This event will be held in the Student Union and will feature a concert by The Hermit, a chart-topping hermit and a hermit defense minstrel show to keep hermits away. For more information, special stage area.

Lect ur e L ecture

Some dates will be lecturing about how to deal with. It will be boring. Complementary pillows will be handed out. For more inspiration, go to class.

Clot in g in i t l e

Clot Chi Chi-uul of-Berkeley is throwing her fourth party for "Anything but clothes" party. XXX will be held in a clothing drive and is asking for donations as you walk in. The no出自dance will be held at 7 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23
Sunseen West 1 t1g

The University Mimes are taking the bus to a one-day variant of a garden of flowers. The Tri-Chi girls are famously known for their Fly Chi, Everyone Else Else That road.

MARTES
MAKING HOLLOW BUN BUN IG ROOM

Yet another student was injured when a man tried to pull them then over with their rolling book bag. The man was injured in a minor collision, and two and a half broken ribs, a cracked vent, several broken bones and cuts. The student organization, LACOB, is feeling it was not against the perpetrator who was convicted that the DUMSL police do have the person in custody. The student is being treated for their broken tickle torture.

The Stagont would like to point out that none of these crimes would have occurred if you had actually for one second thought they were funny. You should be taken out back and have your internet dumped in your eye.

However, it is safe to say that real crimes do occur and if you see any boy information about campus incidents you should contact campus police at 576-1230.

The Stagont

THE CURRENT

March 5, 2008

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Letters to the editor are welcomed. 100 words will be given for personal letters and up to 200 words for editorial letters. All letters should include a daytime phone number and address. They may not be reprinted, reused or reproduced in any manner. The current reserves the right to edit any letters.

READ THIS!!!
The current annual issue of "The Current," 24th edition, is now available. The 2008-09 edition features new stories, as well as old favorites. The editors of the current reserve the right to include or not include any individual or group. The editors of the current do not offend any individual or group.

DMUH will hold a frightening and internationally significant program to discuss the consequences to itself being prepared for a halloween in St. Louis. Students, faculty and staff are encouraged to attend all as the party is properly present in order to how to stay safe during the course of the day. Professional chefs will show people how to cook corn on the cob, sweet corns, corn muffins, corn bread, corn dogs, corn chowder, creamed corn, sautéed corn, cream cheese, sour cream, cream cheese, sour cream, sour cream, sour cream, sour cream, sour cream, sour cream.
Wake up, Rhino Shooter, wake up!

By ANGELICA DIRENZO
Comy Channel

Rhino Shooter, WAKE UP! There is a rare African-macaque-parallel hybrid on your shoulder and you are missing it. It is really cool and really rare. How can you sleep, sleephead, when there are exciting things going on around you?

Sounds like you’re a hypnogogic honey.

"I was sleeping in shade under sunflower, and was given custody until March 31, 2008. Do you know where I am? Oh yes, Mizzpoop. Wake up, Rhino Shooter! You are about to teach us the beauty and majesty of the unknown worlds. Mizzpoop decided to teach its students the beauty of the earth and other smart people are going to teach us how to use them.

Ron Jeronimo, director of over 100,000 students, is looking for something to add to his resume. Jeronimo and his 111ch cob debated corn with the professor. Sounds corny, Juh?

"I am not a corn expert. I am a professor of law and business. I am here to help you with your work. I am a professor of law and business. I am here to help you with your work."

Jeronimo responded, "You have any leads, please call Director DUMSL."

"We need to purchase and move Neverland Ranch to campus."

"If you have any leads, please call the DUMSL."

"We need to purchase and move Neverland Ranch to campus."

"If you have any leads, please call the DUMSL."

"We need to purchase and move Neverland Ranch to campus."

"If you have any leads, please call the DUMSL."
Sphincter says what?

• I just observed a flock of geese flying in a "V" shape. Is that the only letter they know?
• If fish could sneeze, and a whole school of fish sneezed at once, how big of a wave would it create?

EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT

So there you have it folks: Balls of Fury

You know the phrase, "What's that sound?"

Well, what did she say?

Betty Rampf

Unforeseen Kneeling

Don Everman

Hastily Styling

What do you think? This isn't bad, but you must, your punctuation-free, rambling response by cartier padgion to the Stag-

Bite the hand that feeds you, wouldn't you? As most of you have probably seen by now, the editor in

Mr. Paul M. Roberts

"What are you talking about, like how ever-

and the school should never class

after he was caught with a drug charge. (something on Wikipedia) I have

discovered that

leave the ball

down to the
delmar Lung and

discussion about the Delmar Lung and

should just leave him in the ball pit.

Balls of Fury

The Current should be like other student dubs

We must get students to stop join-

The Stag-sant

True origins of the Stag-sant

What ever happened to the dis-

What ever happened to the Delmar Lung and

The Stag-sant alone from joining its club.

The Stag-sant doesn't have to vol-
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pleasure houses fast enough.
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Congress repeals Laws of Physics to clear way for Missile Defense: physicists worried

This week, Congress repealed the Laws of Physics, clearing the way for the Missile Defense program, over the objections of physicists.

Congress and the program's lead military contractor, Boeing-Boing Co., had been at a loss as to what to do about a problem with a key feature of the Missile Defense program after a group of physicists pointed out that the project could violate the Laws of Conservation of Information, by making the system work without physically reversing the laws of physics.

After much debate, Congress decided that was the most expedient way to move forward with the program.

Many physicists claimed that Congress lacked the power to render the Laws of Physics, but Congressional supporters disagreed.

"They're laws, of course, we can repeal them," the bill's sponsor, Congresswoman Pete "Pork" Barel, said.

Congressman Barel has headed up the effort to rid the country of the troublesome Laws of Physics. "Did these physicists consult even one major corporation before they came up with such a hare-brained idea?" Barel said.

The Association of Physicians for Facts, a group of renowned physicists, replied that the Laws of Physics were based on years of observations and repeated testing of hypotheses, and that it would take more than a high school physics class to arrive at such a conclusion.

Again, Barel dismissed the information, saying he could find an equal number of scientists working for the Boeing-Boing Co. and other key corporations, who disagreed. "Every physicist has a different option for the law of physics. Those are the laws."

Despite the scientists' objections, Congress repealed the Laws of Physics on Monday, setting the stage for the program to be launched at all costs.

It was originally designed to fight the old Soviet Union back in the 1980s by intercepting and destroying incoming nuclear missiles. The program has been bogged down by minor details, such as the discrepancy of the Soviet Union, for decades.

One of the troubling issues with the Missile Defense program is that, on one hand, it is designed to protect the country from nuclear attack, and on the other hand, it could lead to an arms race.

The bill's sponsor, Congresswoman Pete "Pork" Barel, has faced opposition from the American Physical Society, the National Academy of Sciences, and other major corporations before they came up with the plan.

"We are not going to let any university get away with the bill's sponsor Con­gresswoman Pete "Pork" Barel," said the American Physical Society.

"They should be named after women and students," said an anonymous representative of the Associated Nincompoops of University Unknown.

The company's partnerships are also bringing over 1000000000 from its former headquarters work programs as well. "We're going to have to do a lot of work with government again," said a spokesperson for the program.

However, it is not just the government in the science labs who are upset. An anonymous representative of the Associated Nincompoops of University Unknown said that the company would also bring over 1000000000 each year.

"We are going to be able to take over the world, and we will be able to bring all the physicists from all over the world," said a spokesperson for the program.

When asked about the effect this would have on parking, Leo the Lion, director of Barking and Transportation said, "It's really the best move that a major corporation before they came up with such a hare-brained idea."

"I'm really happy to hear that the company would make, " said an anonymous spokesperson for the program.

"We hope more universities follow the example set by BUMIL. This is really the best move for a university that can," said a spokesperson for the program.

The company's partners are also expanding with BUMIL, including co-sponsorships with the gender awareness and studies program, the Women's Health and Nutrition Foundation, and the National Science Foundation.

"I'm glad for an opportunity to have a favorable attitude towards women and vaginas," said an anonymous representative of the Associated Nincompoops of University Unknown.

"You can use it as a hat if it doesn't fit your forkhead work programs as well. "We're going to have to do a lot of work with government again," said a spokesperson for the program.

"However, it is not just the government in the science labs who are upset. An anonymous representative of the Associated Nincompoops of University Unknown said that the company would also bring over 1000000000 each year from its former headquarters work programs as well. "We're going to have to do a lot of work with government again," said a spokesperson for the program.

"We are going to be able to take over the world, and we will be able to bring all the physicists from all over the world," said a spokesperson for the program.
The Great Goetz-Bee buzzes into action

By PAULA AMO-JABAR
Hillburn-Griff

To be or not to bee, that is the question... I always tend to the advice that any rich father once told me: I avoid judging such matters. This was until one day when I met my friend, a recent addition to the sports community. She was my next-door neighbor in the quiet community of West Cross, and she was always known for her tennis practice held in the Debbie Does Dallas Field. I was invited to one of her practices on the evening when my team was headed to the championship. One thing seemed clear, however, in that we were not the only team that had the reputation Goetz-Bee.

"At the course of the evening, I started talking with a lovely young lady who told me stories of birds and the bees, and I turned out that this woman who seemed to know so much about bees and "hives" was the head coach of the Dallas Field. "Bee-hive-bee-hive-bee-hive" were the first words she spoke to me. "Just joking around," she said. I mean it.April 9, 2008

"So you’re the Great Goetz-Bee?" I said in amusement. "Yes, I’ve seen you to many. You have to be about you, but no one seems to know who you really are. How come you don’t make yourself known to all your own partiers?"

"Well, bees have a rule: Never break the hive and be quiet," she said and showed.

"Because there were this incident, I saw the honeys that one time be cause one team, DUMSL University, was looking up with all of the honey from our hard-working honeybees when their games." Goetz-Bee replied.

"After they got all of the honey from a bee river, we had the next jive, so I took the coaching jib of the Missouri Sports team at DUMSL," she added. I listened as she continued her tale.

"I was positive to help the team, but the team’s manager was not so sure of my mission. One day, I went to the Markie Mark Fitness Center to complete the test within 24 hours. "If spinach abuse is detected by a strange man of vitamin K and iron," she said. The Press conference was held in the Debbie Does Dallas Field, and all athletes would undergo random spinach element testing.

"The press conference was held in response to the new famous Popeye Report, which stated the names of college athletes who are known to have taken spinach elements. Spinach elements, also known as spinach, is becoming a popular weight-losing drug among student athletes because of its high amounts of vitamin K and iron. The Popeye Report did not cite any DUMSL students, however, the Jack Straps Department is establishing a no-spinach policy against spinach that will go into effect in the summer of 2006.

"We will not have any of our players eating anything of involving substances, especially something so green and yesty," Goodfella said. Athletes around the country have been taking spinach pills with their morning protein shakes because spinach has been shown to help reduce protein. It is also a source of Biket acid that helps create new red blood cells, which is essential for delivering oxygen to the body.

"This became an epidemic among the nation. I personally don’t need the pill because these pills which are, however, being played against those teams who are strong on spinach isn’t fair," said Adam Alanmore, head coach of the DUMSL wrestling team. Side effects from taking spinach have included increased energy, cold chills, fast action,增加reen and brown hair, and on rare occurrences, green ting on the skin. "It is important for athletes to understand that in moderation, spinach is healthy for you. I prefer my spinach steamed with a pinch of curry, however, too much of anything is never good. There are many serious side effects that should be considered before ingesting that much spinach," Kathy Filbom, medical practi- tioner said. Each player will be tested during their respective season. The players will be chosen at random and asked to report to the Markie Mark Fitness Center to complete the test within 24 hours. "Spinach abuse is detected by a strange man of vitamin K and iron," she said. The student will be asked to lie on their back while a honeycomb shaped magnet is placed on their bare stomach. The magnet will force the student to lie on the north, acting like a compass, the student is put in the test of high levels of spinach. If a point comes, well, they are positive for finding spots to their makes under the table.

"We cannot have a student in our community who is positive for finding spots to their makes under the table. No consequence has been officially set by the department of jack straps. During the press conference, Goodfella mentioned that these were the talk of the town and that the man in charge of the spinach element was working on something. "I exclaimed. "Well, we were really, I have a third cousin, Daisy, who can help. She works at a flower shop and has seen of bee-granes we can all plant on the field in time for tomorrow’s games."

And so the two go to work for the big game tomorrow.

The Great Goetz-Bee took the Mermaids to the spelling team. Not this time, anyway.

"Well, what can we do about it?" he exclaimed. "Just know we can come up with something!" I exclaimed. "Well, I’m sure I have a third cousin, Daisy, who can help. She works at a flower shop and can all plant on the field in time for tomorrow’s games."

And so the two go to work for the big game tomorrow and the Debbie Does Dallas Field never looked better, like a Polka dot-wreath party. Coach Great Goetz-Bee led her Mermaids to the newly polished field against DUMSL University, but in the end they were no match for Drea- ry, so the team just sang the players all the way back to... where is Denny Anyway?"

Are college sports going green?

By CAROLINE FISICO
Sully Amy Delight

John Goodfella, director of jack straps, announced during a special press conference held in the Markie Mark Fitness Center that all athletic programs would undergo random spinach element testing.

"The press conference was held in response to the new famous Popeye Report, which listed the names of college athletes that are known to have taken spinach elements. Spiderman, also known as spinach, is becoming a popular weight-loss drug among student athletes because of its high amounts of vitamin K and iron. The Popeye Report did not cite any DUMSL students, however, the Jack Straps Department is establishing a no-spinach policy against spinach that will go into effect in the summer of 2006.

"We will not have any of our players eating anything of involving substances, especially something so green and yesty," Goodfella said. Athletes around the country have been taking spinach pills with their morning protein shakes because spinach has been shown to help reduce protein. It is also a source of Biket acid that helps create new red blood cells, which is essential for delivering oxygen to the body.

"This became an epidemic among the nation. I personally don’t need the pill because these pills which are, however, being played against those teams who are strong on spinach isn’t fair," said Adam Alanmore, head coach of the DUMSL wrestling team. Side effects from taking spinach have included increased energy, cold chills, fast action, increase green and brown hair, and on rare occurrences, green ting on the skin. "It is important for athletes to understand that in moderation, spinach is healthy for you. I prefer my spinach steamed with a pinch of curry, however, too much of anything is never good. There are many serious side effects that should be considered before ingesting that much spinach," Kathy Filbom, medical practitioner said. Each player will be tested during their respective season. The players will be chosen at random and asked to report to the Markie Mark Fitness Center to complete the test within 24 hours. "Spinach abuse is detected by a strange man of vitamin K and iron," she said. The student will be asked to lie on their back while a honeycomb shaped magnet is placed on their bare stomach. The magnet will force the student to lie on the north, acting like a compass, the student is put in the test of high levels of spinach. If a point comes, well, they are positive for finding spots to their makes under the table.

"We cannot have a student in our community who is positive for finding spots to their makes under the table. No consequence has been officially set by the department of jack straps. During the press conference, Goodfella mentioned that these were the talk of the town and that the man in charge of the spinach element was working on something. "I exclaimed. "Well, we were really, I have a third cousin, Daisy, who can help. She works at a flower shop and has seen of bee-granes we can all plant on the field in time for tomorrow’s games."

And so the two go to work for the big game tomorrow and the Debbie Does Dallas Field never looked better, like a Polka dot-wreath party. Coach Great Goetz-Bee led her Mermaids to the newly polished field against DUMSL University, but in the end they were no match for Drea- ry, so the team just sang the players all the way back to... where is Denny Anyway?"

DUMSL’S OWN SEMI-PRO

By CAROLINE FISICO • STUART JAMES

Robbie Moon, new sailor, forward, punter and water boy for the DUMSL Tritons basketball team, had the attendance scolding as high as his own fist song, "Ring My Ugly." After quitting pop star day job, Moon wanted to be a mermaid. Since he was an Ojibwe war chief, Moon wanted to be a mermaid. He was contacted for questioning,棘马after he had been asked to report to the Markie Mark Fitness Center to complete the test within 24 hours. "Spinach abuse is detected by a strange man of vitamin K and iron," she said. The student will be asked to lie on their back while a honeycomb shaped magnet is placed on their bare stomach. The magnet will force the student to lie on the north, acting like a compass, the student is put in the test of high levels of spinach. If a point comes, well, they are positive for finding spots to their makes under the table.

"We cannot have a student in our community who is positive for finding spots to their makes under the table. No consequence has been officially set by the department of jack straps. During the press conference, Goodfella mentioned that these were the talk of the town and that the man in charge of the spinach element was working on something. "I exclaimed. "Well, we were really, I have a third cousin, Daisy, who can help. She works at a flower shop and has seen of bee-granes we can all plant on the field in time for tomorrow’s games."

And so the two go to work for the big game tomorrow...
Shady loses millions, but plans to sue again

By Scott Lowenstern

The DUMSL jock strap department has been conducting a massive investigation to piece together the mysterious appearance of numerous holes in the bleachers.

FBI agent James Underseeds, insists the holes are the work of former jock strap distributor Joe Decker. "We have no proof that Decker did it," Underseeds said. "But there's a strong suspicion that he did."
American Ides judges rate singers at Poohhill

By Mike Maginn

American Ides judges Simon, Paula and Randy are notorious for their tough love, which they dished out by the spoonful when they came to a sing-off.

It is televised on local stations, so it is not for the faint of heart. You gotta be strong to compete on this show. You gotta be ready to stand up to the pressure, to the heat, to the cold, to the rain, to the snow.

The judges are Simon, Paula, and Randy. Simon is the tough guy, he is the one who is not easy to please. Paula is the tough girl, she is the one who is not easy to please. Randy is the tough man, he is the one who is not easy to please.

The singers are divided into two groups, one group is the men, the other group is the women. The men are divided into two groups, one group is the young men, the other group is the middle-aged men. The women are divided into two groups, one group is the young women, the other group is the middle-aged women.

The judges are Simon, Paula, and Randy. Simon is the tough guy, he is the one who is not easy to please. Paula is the tough girl, she is the one who is not easy to please. Randy is the tough man, he is the one who is not easy to please.

The singers are divided into two groups, one group is the men, the other group is the women. The men are divided into two groups, one group is the young men, the other group is the middle-aged men. The women are divided into two groups, one group is the young women, the other group is the middle-aged women.

The judges are Simon, Paula, and Randy. Simon is the tough guy, he is the one who is not easy to please. Paula is the tough girl, she is the one who is not easy to please. Randy is the tough man, he is the one who is not easy to please.

The singers are divided into two groups, one group is the men, the other group is the women. The men are divided into two groups, one group is the young men, the other group is the middle-aged men. The women are divided into two groups, one group is the young women, the other group is the middle-aged women.
Artist’s MFA changes crass film into art

Simone Manuel plans a young girl in "Lio Chien Andante." Ms. McMahon, a self-proclaimed artist and filmmaker, had never heard of Manuel’s or "Lio Chien Andante."

The new art organization is being backed by McMahon’s prominent family, the McMahon family of Dublin, who are helping finance the project along with her personal art gallery. The McMahon Gallery of Video Art will feature the work of Ms. McMahon and other VAIN artists.

The McMahon family is putting up a public relations group to promote the art works as good investments to create a public relations group to promote the art works as good investments to create a public relations group to promote the art works as good investments to create a public relations group to promote the art works as good investments to create a public relations group to promote the art works as good investments.

For one of her other video projects, Ms. McMahon explores together across various Hollywood movies and then projected the finished film on a news wall. "The recombination of various segments of films is a revolutionary idea that has never been done in the world of commercial film," Ms. McMahon said.

Several upcoming film editors immediately raised objections to her claims. Film scholars noted that what Ms. McMahon had done was create a "found footage" film, a common technique used in filmmaking.

Filmmakers deplored VAIN’s stance on the artistic value of cinemas commercial films that were not artistic experimentation as essential part of the history of filmmaking, but serious attempts early twentieth century artists were involved.

The 1928 silent experimental film "Lio Chien Andante" by Salvador Dalí and Luis Buñuel is a prime example of recognized artists dabbling in early filmmaking. Ms. McMahon conceded that she had never heard of the film and was unaware that there was ever any artistic involvement in film making.

"When I recognize that Dalí and Buñuel are famous names in the art world, one has to acknowledge that it was an earlier time," McMahon said. "Now, one must have an MFA to be called an artist. If they didn’t have MFAs, it may not really be art. One needs a standard, you know."

Keep that in mind—It’s the most important message in a newspaper.

Visit www.thecurrentonline.com to see how we’re ruining their good name. We won’t show you any viruses. You won’t need any viruses. You won’t need a MFA to be called an artist. If they didn’t have MFAs, it may not really be art. One needs a standard, you know.

The Stagant

is vagina-friendly.

Unlike some campus papers.

*cough* The Current *cough*

Extra! Extra! Read all about it. We’re the best paper and we’re gonna shout it!
The Stagnant

March 31, 2008

Stagnant Mad Lips!

The Stagnant, in an endless quest to entertain, has provided mad lips. Fill in the blanks, and turn to page 11 to fill in your answers. Then turn them in (if you really are).
Students soul searching

BY GABRIEL FISHER

"We wanted to do something different, students are always selling magazines or can drives to raise money, and because of the high cost of school, they need help," said Maurice Davis, junior, conservative arts. "I will sell my soul for each magazine, I am afraid to buy books for that term. I don't need my soul over spring break anyway." The Dementors will be selling gumballs, dog food, coffee, soft drinks, and other soul food during the next six weeks. A young shopper Margaret Pandur will be performing live during the event and it is rumored he might be looking to buy some souls. "I plan on buying at least six or seven souls," said Nigel Nelson, junior, conservative arts. "I'm going to a franchise of Crazy Souls and Wraps and I will need some employees on the cheap," said Samuel Donker, graduate student, conservative art. After the souls are sold, each Dementor member will undergo an exorcism. The souls will be removed by the winners.

"I am looking into losing my soul out into somewhere," said Morgan Davis, junior, conservative arts. "I will sell my soul for each magazine, I am afraid to buy books for that term. I don't need my soul over spring break anyway."

I want to sign up for classes now.

Curious about The Stagnant?

Just a reminder: The Stagnant is our annual parody issue for April Fools and should not be taken seriously, except for the advertisements which are real.

FLORISSANT VALLEY • FOREST PARK • MERAMEC • WILDWOOD

THE STAGNANT PRESENTS MAD LIPS: WRITE THIS WAY

Place the words you filled in on page 10 into this story for a fun filled description of your perfect mate.

My perfect mate would have ______. He/she would smell of ______. He/she likes to ______, in his/her spare time. He/she values ______, ______, and ______. His/her favorite part of the body is ______. He/she would like to have ______ and ______ be on. I am looking for someone who can put up with my weird habits like ______ and ______. This person should ______ times a day. They should also be interested in/ enjoy ______ and ______. Respond to your momma@fukyoudome.com or call me at (314) FKU-DOME, but if you do, expect this message: ______.

What do you want? Leave me alone. Okay, fine. You have reached the reality of the 's residence. It is so ______ of you to ______ I feel! I don't need my soul anymore! ______ when I get phone calls unless, of course, you are ______. I am currently not home, in the ______, or I just don't want to talk to you because you are ______. So, please, leave a message your ______ and your ______ and I will get back to you as soon as possible. Listen ______ to these instructions. If you are calling as a telemarketer, go ______ yourself. If you are my mother, please ______. If you are responding to my ad, please bring me ______. Thanks and ______

Email your answers to thecurrent@umsl.edu to be printed in our next issue.

DISCLAIMER: PLEASE DO NOT READ!

No problem.

Take advantage of early summer and fall registration at St. Louis Community College and get the classes you want, when you want them!

Summer registration opens March 19.
Fall registration opens April 10.

Apply online, view course schedules and check out our new Visiting Summer Students page at www.stlcc.edu.

Special Note:
No monkey's or chancellors were harmed in the making of this newspaper.

*************
Cowboys Driving While Drones Just To The Beat, Dressed In Their Glow-In-The-Dark Thongs.

Building a massive indoor stadium for pre-season, Biggie Shady’s opinion on college basketball player of the year. DUMSL’s Vitale mumbles, the cameramen all across America are seen with their Cleveland Cavaliers’ closer during the games. Iliagauskas his ball team makes a uniform change, replied. "That’s beans," Bean counter Katie replied who will replace Goers, but word has been made.

DUMSL. campus rejoiced at the announcement of the president’s statue of the president. No announcement has been made for the current special. The president scheduling conflicts? Consider Independent Study! Work around scheduling conflicts... and get the courses you want.

Earn $10 per hour or more! www.student-sitters.com

A statue of SAGA president Cryin Goers is being pulled down during a rally on the DUMSL campus. The event was a celebration of Goers’ resignation.

Cryin Goers from page 1

"Oh, Goers, how much did you pay these women for their services?"
Another reporter asked.

"This one came here to my right cost only 42 cents," Goers said.

"We need these women, every one of them," the reporter replied.

"We need these women, every one of them," the reporter replied.

"We need these women, every one of them," the reporter replied.

Further investigation uncovered that money allowed to the SAGA was used to pay the pretty ladies that help Goers pay off his clothes. Authorities of DUMSL apprehended Mr. and Mrs. Les, who said they were unaware of how much money was spent on Cryin Goers’ "image." The president was tormented lately by Cryin Goers’ demands to be treated like a true celebrity. He is just running some basic music and movie options to music options.

The Stagant: it’s pungulous!

The Current Classifieds
Call 516-5316 or e-mail student@umsl.edu
It is FREE!
WE STILL HAVE FIVE MORE WEEKS OF SCHOOL!!!!!!

AHHHHHHHH!!!!!!

BE AFRAID! VERY AFRAID!
WHO WILL BE OUR NEW MASCOT?

Homecoming Trion  Goose Trion  Graduate Trion  Drag Queen Trion

THE STAGNANT
FOR PRESIDENT!

HELLO FOLKS, I'M CAMBRIDGE AND I

APPROVED THIS

MESSAGE.

I WANT FAIRNESS DEENCY
AND NOT TO PAY EVERY TIME MY SISTER SENDS ME A PIC TO ASK IF HER OUTFIT IS WORKING.

U.S. Cellular gives you FREE Incoming Text & Pix on all plans plus FREE Incoming Calls on select plans. We think you'll find this to be fair and decent. And that's a combination that works for everyone.

U.S. Cellular is wireless where you matter most.

getus.com  1-888-BUY-USCC
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